Spring Semester away options for F-1 and J-1 Students:

1. CO-OP or Internship Experience.
2. Study Abroad Non RPI Affiliated program.
3. Study at other U.S. Institution that is approved by SEVP.
4. Annual Break: Stay in the U.S. or Leave the U.S.

ISSS will need to document and approve “Away Experience”
ISSS DEADLINE is November 8, 2017

Please Note: Summer Arch, Fall Semester Away-Spring Semester Away, an F-1 or J-1 student will need to coordinate with the ISSS Office regarding how to maintain his/her immigration status.

Fall Semester Away and Spring Semester Away could also affect traveling in and out of the United States.

LAST NAME: _______________________________ FIRST NAME: ________________________________ F-1 __ J-1 __

SEVIS ID ___________________ RIN ___________________ EMAIL: _______________________________

MAJOR: ___________________ CURRENT I-20/DS-2019 END DATE: ______________________________

SELECT OPTIONS for AWAY EXPERIENCE and CHECKLIST:

1. CO-OP or INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE ___
   Have you meet with CCPD to discuss? YES__NO__

2. STUDY ABROAD Non-Affiliated Program ___
   Have you meet with ISSS Office? YES__NO__

3. Study at other U.S. Institution that is approved by SEVP ___
   Did you meet to discuss transfer of your SEVIS record with ISSS? YES__NO__

4. ANNUAL BREAK ___ LEAVE the U.S. or STAY?
   Will you stay in the U.S.? YES ___ NO ___

ACADEMIC ADVISOR NAME: __________________________________________________ SIGNATURE _________________________

CCPD CO-OP/Internship NAME: ___________________________________________ SIGNATURE _________________________

HUB Initials ______ DATE: ______________

STUDENT SIGNATURE: ___________________________________ DATE: ________________________________
SUMMER ARCH, FALL SEMESTER AWAY

Instructions for the SUMMER ARCH AWAY FORM:

1. Receive Summer Arch form from the HUB, and get initials from HUB Advisor.
2. Meet with Academic Advisor, get signature from advisor.
3. Meet with CCPD if doing a CO-OP or Internship experience, get signature from CO-OP/Intern advisor.
4. Return form to ISSS for final review and approval.